Energy makes the earth move!
All living things on earth depend on the heat and light of the sun’s energy.
All the energy on earth is simply the sun’s energy being put to work to change
one form of energy into another.

How energy affects the environment
• The sun’s energy gives light and warmth to the earth.
• Solar energy causes changes in the earth’s weather.
• The air that you breathe is warmed by the sun’s energy.
• Sun-warmed air makes winds move around the earth.
• Rainfall, caused by moist air in clouds, is affected by the sun’s heat.

• The sun provides the earth’s energy.
• Plants take up the sun’s energy and change it into chemical energy which makes
the plants grow.

• Plants, in turn, provide food energy for animals and humans. This helps them to
live, and to have the strength to use muscular energy.

• The food we eat produces the energy that our bodies need to grow.
• We use food energy and the oxygen we breathe to make our bodies work.
• Our body movements produce heat that is released back into the environment.
sun

wind

rainfall

soil and growth

Read more about Energy in the Food Chain in the Section on Ecology on page 10

What is energy?
Do you know the difference between the meanings of the words; energy, force and power?
Energy
Energy is the ability to do work. Things “work” because they have a source of energy to make
them work. Work happens when a force is used to move an object from one place to another.
Energy makes something move around, and it also changes it from one form to another.
Force
In scientific language, you do not work if you push or pull against an object without moving it!
When you push or pull something you exert force. The amount of work you do depends on
the strength of the force that you use to move the object over a distance. Work is done when
a force moves an object over a distance.
Power
Work is measured in units called joules. A unit of work is equal to a unit of force multiplied by
a unit of distance. The rate at which work is done is called power. Power is the amount of
work that is done in one second. Power is measured in watts.
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We can use the growth of a fruit tree to see how energy is produced in the environment.
The sun’s energy provides food for a fruit tree. Solar energy becomes chemical energy
in the tree’s growing processes. Solar energy enables the fruit tree to change carbon
dioxide and water (from the air) into food. The tree uses the chemical energy to develop
branches, leaves and fruit. Solar energy enables the tree to make oxygen, that is taken
up into the atmosphere.
The energy stored in fruit and the leaves is then converted into food energy for animals.
Animals that do not eat plants, also benefit from plant food energy. This is because they
eat other animals, that have eaten plant material.
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GLOSSARY

Energy resources of
South Africa

Renewable energy resources in South Africa
Some sources of energy are called renewable because they can be used again. This is known
as muscular energy. One of the energy sources that can be replaced is wood. Trees can take
as much as twenty years or more to grow to maturity, and then their energy is available to be
reused.

hydroelectric
schemes
use of water power
to produce
electricity

Solar energy
• Solar energy is used throughout
South Africa to produce
electricity. This form of energy is
absorbed by photocells placed
on poles or on the roofs of
buildings. Solar energy is stored
in batteries as electrical energy.
Solar heating

• Solar energy is also used to

heat water. Solar panels are
attached to the roofs of
buildings. Black plastic water
pipes in the panels absorb the
sun’s heat. The hot water is
then stored in tanks under the
roof.

• Thousands of South Africans walk or ride

bikes, or travel by horseback or donkey cart,
using this form of renewable energy.

Moving water creates ener gy
• Water in hydroelectric schemes can be used
again. Rapidly falling water turns turbine
generators in these schemes.

•

Water in the hydroelectric schemes
supplies about 3% of South Africa’s energy.

• South Africa has hydroelectric power

schemes on the Gariep Dam and the
Van der Kloof Dam on the Orange River
in the Free State.

• Electricity from these schemes is sent all
over South Africa.
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Nuclear
2%

Electricity/
Coal 74%

turbine
generators
machine/motor
driven by wheels
turned by steam

Hydro-power
3%
Oil/Gas 15%

Biomass 6%

Non-r enewable energy r esour ces in South Africa
Non-renewable energy resources cannot be replaced.

Wind
• Wind can be harnessed to turn the blades of a windmill. Windmills can be used to work
machinery such as pumps.
Human and animal ener gy
• People all over the world work without fuelpowered machines. Our bodies can move
because of the energy we take from the food
we eat.

photocells
electronic device
that uses solar
power to produce
electric currents

• Millions of people in Africa, Asia and South

America use their own energy, or the energy
of animals such as oxen, water buffalo,
donkeys and mules. They also use muscular
energy to farm or produce manufactured
goods such as clothing.

Fossil fuel ener gy
• Fossil fuels, such as coal and oil, are non-renewable energy resources.
Fossil fuels take millions of years to develop. Coal, oil and gas evolve from
compacted plant and animal material, trapped in layers of soil millions of
years ago. This buried material has been heated and pressurised in layers
of soil, and eventually becomes coal, oil or gas.
To power
station
Coal from mine

Steam into
generator

Biomass
• Biomass is wood, animal and plant material.
These materials are burned in rural areas.

• Biomass energy supplies about 6% of
South Africa’s energy needs.

• Wood fuelled fires provide energy in rural and
urban areas to heat homes and cook food in
South Africa. People burn wood to produce
heat to cook the food.

To
homes

Made into
electricity

To
transformer

• The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
has plans to replace trees cut down for fuel.
Many communities are planting trees to
replace those lost to the environment.
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Coal

Crude oil and gas

GLOSSARY

• Coal is South Africa’s most

• Oil and gas wells lie under layers of sedimentary rock.
• Oil wells are drilled to draw the oil from the depths of the earth.
• There are gas wells off the shore of Mossel Bay along the South Western Cape

rehabilitating
restore to natural
condition

available energy resource.

• Coal is used to produce about
74% of South Africa’s electricity.

coast.

• Most of the coal in South Africa is mined from shallow deposits under the surface of the
soil. The topsoil is stripped off and then replaced at a later stage.

• Mining for coal damages farmlands, cattle pastures and commercial forest areas.
•

• Crude oil is imported into South Africa and is processed into petrol and diesel.
• Oil supplies about 15% of our energy resources. Motor transport, including trains,
trucks, buses and cars, depend on petrol and diesel.

Mining companies are responsible for rehabilitating the soil after the coal has been
mined.

Nuclear energy

South Africa’s coal deposits are found in Mpumalanga, between Witbank and Carolina,
and at Ermelo and Secunda. Coal is also mined near Standerton and Volksrus.

• Nuclear energy comes from the heat generated by the splitting of the atom of the

• Almost all of South Africa’s electricity is produced by coal-fuelled power stations.
These power stations use the force of steam from boiling water to the turn turbines that
make electricity.

element uranium. This element is a by-product of the gold mines on the
Witwatersrand in Gauteng.

• Uranium atoms are split in a nuclear reactor (power station) to release heat energy.
This energy heats water to produce steam.

• The steam turns turbines that produce electricity. The energy that is made using

All services need electricity

the force of steam is called thermal energy.

turbines
wheels turned by
steam
sedimentary rock
rock that has
settled to the
bottom of the soil
smog
mixture of
moisture-laden air
and smoke
fossil fuels
remains of
prehistoric plant
and animal life
buried in the earth
and hardened like
rock e.g. coal or
oil formed from
decayed remains

• The Koeberg Nuclear Power Station in the Western Cape supplies about 2% of
South Africa’s electricity.

• Nuclear energy could replace coal and gas as sources of electrical energy,
and could supply the world for millions of years!

• Extreme caution needs to be taken when nuclear energy is used. It needs to be
well controlled and well managed.

Sources of energy and environmental pollution
lighting

health care environment

domestic

rail transport services

electronic equipment

food production and transport services

We use energy from electricity in our homes, offices and factories, to produce food, shelter,
clothes and other materials, and to provide education, health and other services for each other.
Eskom is the company that manages the manufacture and supply of South Africa’s electricity.
This company set a target to supply electricity to nearly 60% of our population by the year 2000.
South Africa also supplies electricity to Namibia, Zimbabwe and Mocambique.
Coal is used by Sasol to make fuel for motor vehicles.
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People in cities in South Africa experience air pollution, especially if there is no wind
to move the pollution away. Air pollution is a serious problem in winter, especially in
cities like Witbank and Johannesburg, when people burn wood and coal to warm
their homes. Smoke from fires in built-up areas, hangs in the air, causing smog.
Pollutants damage people’s lungs, weaken livestock and stunt plant growth.
Scientists worldwide are looking for ways of reducing the use of fossil fuels.
Combustion processes
The coal-fuelled fires in electrical
power stations are a major source of
pollution in South Africa. Ash and fumes
from power stations pollute the
surrounding air. Coal-fired power
stations cause sulphur and nitrogen
oxide pollution. The ash from the coal
fires sometimes forms thick smoke over
the power stations. These pollutants
affect the lives of people, animals, food
crops and commercial forests,
particularly those near the power
stations in Mpumalanga.

Exhaust fumes
Pollution is caused by exhaust gases
from motor vehicles. Carbon monoxide
in these exhaust gases also affects
those living nearby causing headaches
and dizziness.
Acid rain
Pollution from coal and oil fires
produces acid rain. This is a mixture of
water vapour and sulphur oxide
pollution. Acid rain damages the metal
surfaces and the surfaces of buildings,
especially those made of marble or
limestone.
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Other environmental problems related to energy use
• A nuclear power station releases small
• Atomic waste from Nuclear Power
amounts of radioactive gas into the air.
Some radioactive hydrogen remains in the
cooled water in the station. This re-cycled
water in the sea near the Koeberg Nuclear
Power Station is hotter than the natural
sea water temperatures off the coast. This
is thermal pollution. Thermal pollution can
harm underwater life that normally lives in
lower sea water temperatures.

• Carbon dioxide pollution traps the earth’s
radiated heat in the atmosphere. Too much
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere causes
global warming.

Stations is very dangerous to people
and the environment. Nuclear waste is
buried in the desert at Vaalputs, near
Springbok, Northern Cape. It takes
about 300 years for this waste to start
to decay.

• Many people in rural areas rely on
wood as a source of fuel for cooking
and heating. Deforestation is a result
of cutting wood to fuel fires.
Large-scale wood gathering causes
soil erosion.

GLOSSARY

Energy and our birds
Queleas

Emperor Penguins

Queleas need food energy to stay
alive.They br eed in the Mpumalanga
Lowveld. Lowveld farmers have very
successful seed crops in rainy seasons
but rainfall is unreliable in this area.

Emperor Penguins use body heat to
incubate their eggs. They breed in the
Antarctic, in winter temperatures as cold
as 80ºC. The female penguin lays one
egg which she rests on her feet, covered
by a fold of skin. Female and male birds
share the egg-warming for a few days.

Queleas breed rapidly when there is a
ready supply of food. They eat the
seed crops and put on enough extra fat
to survive the dry season. In dry
winters, Queleas must fly over vast
areas in search of seed. Some birds
use up their energy reserves and
cannot find food. About half the Quelea
population dies of starvation each
winter because they cannot find food
to produce energy to stay alive.

Read about Global Warming in the Section on Air on page 45.

deforestation
the removal of
forests from an
area
incubation
process of keeping
eggs warm so that
they hatch

Then the females go off to feed and the
males take over the incubation of the
eggs. The male penguins huddle
together in a circle shuffling very slowly
to the side so that the circle turns. This
means the freezing cold wind blows
equally on all of the penguins. The circle
moves constantly, and so each male
can keep its egg at 30ºC until it hatches.
The penguin’s body movements
produce the heat energy it needs to
incubate the egg.

Energy conservation reduces pollution
• We should turn off lights when we can. The electricity to burn a 100 watt light bulb for
one hour, adds 0,11 kg of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

• By using less paper we can reduce air pollution. If you save a thousand sheets of paper
this reduces carbon dioxide pollution by 3,62 kg. Recycling 100 kg of paper can reduce
pollution by 20,00 kg.

Challenges and changes
• We can manage our energy use to cause a minimum impact on the environment.
• We can use as little electricity as possible, as carefully as possible.
• We can share transport more efficiently. In Singapore public transport is very affordable,
clean, efficient and safe. Very few people may drive private cars there.

• We can find ways of generating electricity without causing pollution.
• Solar energy can be used in urban and rural areas.
• Wind can be used to turn windmills in windy areas.

Queleas

Ener gy and work
Some energy-related careers
• Environmental Technician
• Specialist Technicians
– to develop energy sources
– to put insulation into homes
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Penguin

RESOURCES
&
ORGANISATI
ONS
See pages
104 - 105 for
details and
addresses
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KEY CONCEPTS
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

ATTITUDES AND VALUES

Learning to assess differences
in efficiency of forms of heat
energy

Learning to value, appreciate
and manage resources
properly

Understanding
interrelationships between
technology and human activity

Evaluating different options of
heat energy

Energy

ACTIVITY

Has fire changed your life?
Did you know that no
substance can be burned
without oxygen?

Why is fire our most
useful source of heat
energy?

How many different
processes use fire to
supply heat energy?

Ideas to shar e Read about Renewable and Non-renewable Energy Resources on pages 74 - 75.
• Three elements are needed to start a fire:
– some very dry plant material, such as grass or wood powder
– a spark created by friction or with a flint
– a supply of oxygen

• What substances can you burn to create heat in your home?
• What substances can you burn to create light in your home?
• What materials burn in a stove to make heat to cook food?
• Fire produces heat energy in the following ways:
– Fire heats metals red-hot so that they can be shaped.
– Fire melts mixtures of sand and other materials to make glass.
– Fire is used to separate gold from gold-bearing rock.

• Can you think of some other uses of heat energy?
Look at the picture below. It shows some daily activities that are made easier with heat energy.

What to do

GLOSSARY

Read the following information and imagine living in the Iron Age.
What work would you have done?

friction
rubbing of one
surface against
another

Life in the Iron Age
We know that people lived in the Gauteng area nearly 900 years ago.
They planted crops, kept cattle and made tools from wood, clay and iron.
These settlers used fire to provide warmth, for cooking, for protection from
wild animals and to extract iron from ore.
Twelve people laboured for ten days to make a spearhead for a weapon.
They gathered great mounds of wood, then burned it to make charcoal.
The charcoal fuelled the furnace at the smelting works where the spearhead
was forged into shape.
In time, having used all the wood around, the whole community had to move
to another area.

flint
very hard stone
that can produce
sparks when struck
with steel
smelting works
place where ore is
heated and melted
to obtain the metal
it contains
forge
to shape by
heating in a fire
and hammering
into desired shape

• Split up into small groups. Choose one of your daily activities. Write a list of the
items that you use. Have any of these items been produced without the use of
heat energy?

• Imagine that your whole community chooses to do without any form of energy
for a day. Use the picture opposite to plan your energy-free day. Write an
Energy-free Action Day Report on how you plan to work, to eat and to transport
yourselves.

Further activities
• Display your Energy-free Action Day Report in the classroom.
• Compare your ideas with those of your friends.
• Are you able to do as much as you would like to, without any heat energy?

Which of these activities rely on heat energy?
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Make energy-saving part of your daily life!
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KEY CONCEPTS
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

ATTITUDES AND VALUES

Learning about energy
conversions

Evaluating different options for
using energy

Understanding renewable
energy resources

Understanding optimal use of
energy resources

Energy
u
n

ACTIVITY

Examining energy r esources
What energy resources are
used to generate electricity?

Which of these resources are
renewable?

Which resource is used to
produce most of South
Africa’s energy?

Ideas to shar e Read about Renewable and Non-renewable Energy Resources on pages 74-75.
• Can South Africa supply electrical energy to • Where is the coal found that is used to
•
•

the whole population in the future?
Are there enough natural resources in South
Africa to do this?
Where is most of South Africa’s electrical
energy produced?

produce electricity?
• Can we manage and conserve our energy
resources better than we do?

What to do

GLOSSARY

Read this simple description of how electricity is made.

turbines
wheels turned by
steam

• The diagram shows a steam turbine electric power station.
• Coal is burned to create the heat to make steam.
• Steam under high pressure is piped into the turbines.
• The steam spins the shafts of the wheels of the turbines.
• These turbine machines produce mechanical energy.
• The turbines drive the generators that produce electricity.
• An electromagnet in the generator creates the charge that is
transmitted as electricity.

• Wires carry high voltage electric current from the power station to
a sub-station.

• From there the electricity is distributed across South Africa.

generators
machines that
produce electrical
energy
charge
flow/current
voltage
electrical force
recycle
to treat material
so that it can be
reused
pollutants
make impure by
addition of harmful
substances

The diagram below shows the electricity-generating process in a power station/plant.
Use scientific language to answer these questions.

• How is coal brought into, and used, in the power station?
• Where is water heated into steam, cooled and recycled?
• Where are pollutants released into the air?

Steam

Discuss your report with another learner. Is your report clear to him or her?

Cooling
tower
Homes
Coal

More to think about
• Can you name some of the different jobs that take place in a power station?
• Who is employed in the supply of raw materials, the running of the power
station and the maintenance of equipment?

Super-heated
steam

Combustion
chamber

Condenser

Steam turbine

Exhaust
Steam
Generator

Electrical
power
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generated in the power station?

Exciter

Transformer
Use the information that follows to interpret this diagram.

• Can you estimate how many people work in a power plant?
• How many different groups of people benefit from the electricity that is

PERSONAL PORTFOLIOS
Make your own copy of the diagram to keep with your report. Save these in your personal
portfolio.
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KEY CONCEPTS
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

ATTITUDES AND VALUES

The use of critical thinking and
problem solving

Developing co-operative
thinking for community
development

Drawing graphs
Understanding the relationship
between consumption and
money

Making responsible decisions
about conserving energy

Energy

Interpreting data to get useful
information

ACTIVITY

Conser ving electricity at home
Can you name five different
energy sources that produce
light?

How many different energy
sources are used to heat
water?

Which energy source do you
depend on most?

Ideas to shar e Read about Renewable and Non-renewable Energy Resources on pages 74 - 75.
• What energy sources can be used to give light in your home?
• How do you heat water in your home?
• What types of energy are used to cook your family’s food?
• Which activity uses the most energy in your home?
The Nkomo family
The Nkomo family lives in Protea East. They are a busy family with two school-going children.
Everyone in their home knows that electricity costs R18.77 per unit. They also know that the
only way to reduce the electricity bill is to conserve electricity where possible.

• Look at the picture. Discuss the different ways that the Nkomo family use electricity.
• Can you identify any efforts they make to reduce electricity consumption?

What to do
• Work in small groups.
• Discuss the ways you use energy in your homes.

GLOSSARY
consumption
using up of energy
resources
lifestyle
way of life

Electricity consumption data – The Nkomo family
MONTHS

READINGS (kWh)

April

655

May

883

June

962

July

1 175

August

511

September

363

COST @ R18.77 per kWh

thermostat
device for
automatically
regulating the
temperature of
the water in the
geyser
haybox
box packed with
material that keeps
a cooking pot hot
and allows cooking
to continue

TOTAL

• Draw a bar graph to show the electricity consumption data.
• Calculate the cost of consumption of electricity per month.
• Calculate the average cost of electricity over six months.
Further activities
• Use the information given in the table above to assess the lifestyle
of the Nkomo family.

• Notice that they use more electricity in some months than others.
Why does this happen?

• Are you able to plan how to reduce electricity in your own home?
• Discuss your family’s energy consumption at home.
Something to think about
Energy-saving ideas
Can you add some practical energy saving ideas to this list?
• Turn off lights as you leave any room unoccupied.
• Switch off the TV as soon as you have finished watching it.
• Use only as much hot water as you really need.
• Turn down the thermostat on the hot water geyser.
• Store boiled water in a flask for use later.
• Plan cooking on the stove to limit the use of electricity.
• Use a Haybox to complete the cooking of meals.
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The Nkomo family all try to conserve electricity.
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KEY CONCEPTS
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

ATTITUDES AND VALUES

Communicating ideas
logically and critically

Responding with empathy to
the ideas and emotions of
others

Energy
ACTIVITY

Access to ener gy
What to do
Can we use electrical energy
without causing pollution?

Are pollution-free resources
efficient energy producers?

Will pollution increase as
more people use electricity?

Ideas to shar e Read about Energy Resources in South Africa on pages 74 - 75.
• Would you want to live in an area that has
• Is it possible to have all of these conditions

•

all of the following:
– a green, clean community
– free choice to use any type of energy
resource
– easy access to electricity
– access to motor transport
– no environmental pollution
If you lack some of these conditions in your
area, which would you change first?

in one area?

• What other conditions would make
your community ideal for you to grow
up in?

• Can we develop these ideal communities
for everyone in South Africa to live in?

• Where would you position this ideal
community?

The picture below shows a community somewhere in South Africa.

Phylicia’s Family
Phylicia has moved from Vereeniging and has just joined your class.
She talks about her family. They used to live in a flat on the edge
of Vereeniging’s commercial centre.
Her father worked for the Brick and Tile company, and her mother
was the manager’s secretary at Taaibos Power Station.
She has a brother who is a salesman for SA Farm Implement Manufacturers
in Vereeniging. Her grandfather has retired from work on the Cornelia Colliery.

GLOSSARY
interviewer
person who
conducts an
interview
interviewee
a person who is
interviewed
interview
meeting where a
person is asked
questions about a
topic he/she is
familiar with
dialogue
discussion written
in the form of a
conversation

• Divide into pairs. Take turns to be interviewer and interviewee.
Use the ideas you recorded about your ideal community.
The interviewer asks about life in Vereenigning. Use questions to find
out if this town fits your ideal of a well-serviced community.

• Use Phylicia’s story to imagine life in Vereeninging.
• Record your interview as a dialogue. Use direct speech.
Make the questions in your interview relevant.
Organise your work so that you ask general questions at the beginning
of the discussion, and ask for more specific information after that.

Fur ther activities
• Use some of the dialogues to dramatise your interviews.
• How many different ideas have you collected as a class?
• Has anyone been able to design an ideal community that fulfils the
requirements of access to a variety of energy resources?
Does the community benefit from a clean environment?

Does this community enjoy ideal energy resources?
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Electrical energy and environmental
pollution – can we have one without the other?
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